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The ShARed LANguAge oF PAiNT
ildiko Kovacs in residency with Ninuku Artists

it was coming into winter when ildiko Kovacs first arrived in Kalka.  

The purpose of her journey to this remote community in the western 

APy Lands was to work alongside the artists of the Ninuku Art Centre. 

This centre supports the artists of two communities – Pipalyatjara and 

Kalka. Like most people fortunate enough to visit this area, Kovacs 

was immediately seduced by the landscape. The hills are adorned 

with sinister shadows leading down to steep and cavernous gullies 

and spinefex sprouting like golden tufts of hair from the earth. it 

is an inimitable and colourful environment and Kovacs was about to  

discover just how significant it is to the artists here.
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in preparation for the residency, Kovacs hand-selected art materials and 

tools which she had used in her own practice. This included quality inks 

and water-based oils, as well as various brushes and rollers. in part, 

the introduction of these tools and materials was paramount to the way  

the residency progressed. For figures such as Sandy Brumby – a senior 

man who is new to painting having only picked up a brush in 2010 – 

Kovacs acted as an assistant, handing Brumby the rollers with the colour 

he selected. it is fair to say Kovacs was fascinated watching Brumby as 

he carefully composed his paintings with so much confidence and intuition 

with the paint. “he represents a place where most artists want to reconnect 

with, in a place where it is only you and the paint, a completely uninhibited  

and unadulterated space”, commented Kovacs at the time.

sANdy BRUMBy



The result of this tryst was a body of roller works by Brumby which have the 

compositional magic of works by Paddy Bedford and the spiritual integrity 

of a Colin McCahon. The works – on board, canvas and paper – resonate 

with the viewer on a number of levels. on first approach they are magical 

pieces of art, instantly seductive with lashings of paint boldly applied with 

a roller of varying pressure. They could be viewed and appreciated as pure 

‘experimentations’ but when i sat down with Sandy Brumby to discuss the 

stories behind his works, i was fascinated with his responses. he explained 

that the symbols used in the paintings were the same as those he depicts 

when he used a brush although they were magnified. essentially, by using 

an instrument with a broader mark, the artist was naturally enlarging the 

elements of the story – a woman became a pair of breasts which looked 

like rolling hills, or an area with bush food became the traditional vessels 

used to carry it. The symbols were abstracted and shown, as always, from 

an aerial perspective. 

sANdy BRUMBy: ‘Untitled’ NksB10406, acr ylic on board, 80x60cm, 2010.



during the residency some collaborations took place. ildiko, yaritji Connelly 

and Molly Nampitjin Miller were sitting up on the deck which extends from 

the silver bullet caravan. it was the time of year perfect for doing so with the 

winter sun warming the ladies as they painted. yaritji and Molly instantly took 

to the roller. Perhaps for artists who have been using a thin wooden stick to 

dot their paintings for so long, they were liberated by the use of an alternative 

tool. “easy way,” commented Molly jovially at the time, clearly enjoying the 

fluidity of the instrument. With large canvases stretched and prepared with 

a beautiful ultramarine blue background, the artists started to lay down  

the paint. As Kovacs noted, “i couldn’t believe how freely the artists painted.  

They would make something beautiful on the canvas and then paint straight 

over the top of it without a second thought, creating something new and 

equally beautiful all over again.” if they were working on a canvas together, 

the three women would put the canvas up against the wall and reflect upon it 

– another process which all three seemed to benefit from immensely. 

MONICA pUNtjINA WAtsON and IldIkO kOVACs: ‘Untitled’ NkNC10430, acrylic on linen, 183x91cm, 2010.



The large-scale collaborations, some between existing artists from the centre 

and others involving Kovacs, are a small but important chunk of the project. 

in true style of work from this district, they are saturated in vibrant colour but 

they embody a different style, one which experiments with the relationship 

an artist has to paint. They have a sensitivity about them that is without 

ego and goes beyond the differences between the artists who created them.  

No artist’s style appears dominant; in fact they almost feel like something new 

for all involved. When Kovacs asked Yaritji whether a particular section was 

finished, her response was a reflection on the importance of each artists’ role 

in the creation of the work. “Wampa (I don’t know) – that’s Molly’s bit” she 

said with a shrug. This touching comment signifies the respect that Yaritji had 

for the other artists contributing although despite this distinction in the parts, 

the works have a flawless flowing composition that suggest no borders were 

in place. Connelly reflects on the experience by saying “Minyma panya (that 

woman, Ildiko) was listening to her own story and thinking about how to paint 

it. Tjukurpa kutjupa kutjupa (Different stories) but painted tjungu (together)”

yARItjI CONNElly, MOlly NAMpItjIN MIllER and IldIkO kOVACs:  ‘Untitled’ NkNC10436, acrylic on linen, 183x121cm, 2010.



To look at Monica Puntjina Watson’s acrylic paintings on linen, one may typically 

notice an ornate border following the edges of the canvas, a powerful use of 

bright colours and small, tidy dot work. When Kovacs introduced ink and paper 

to Watson, the results were a series of delicate and whimsical paintings that 

have feminine qualities reminiscent of the late Louise Bourgeois. in them, 

Watson has used similar traditional designs as what she would in her canvas 

however the fluidity of the ink and variation in colour gives them a fresh 

and lustrous allure. Kovacs also undertook some ink paintings and they sit 

respectfully alongside Watson’s, interacting to each other as naturally and 

freely as the two women did during the residency. 

MONICA pUNtjINA WAtsON: ‘Untitled’ NkMW10420, acr ylic on paper, 70x47cm, 2010.



It is difficult to analyse the results of a project such as this one. In a practical 

way, it may be through assessing the impact of the time shared between 

Kovacs and the Ninuku artists. When constructing their paintings today, 

artists like yaritji and Molly use a roller in every artwork they create. For 

many others the simple idea of using layers in their work has been the result 

where by they had previously only applied one layer of paint to their canvases.  

even something as simple as an artist leaning a canvas against a wall and 

assessing it has become part of the daily operations here. This is only the 

feedback and behaviours i have been fortunate to witness here at the Art 

Centre. i can only imagine what such an experience must have been like for 

Kovacs herself although our conversations suggest her overwhelming and innate 

connection to the time shared here, the people and the art pieces themselves. 

IldIkO kOVACs and MONICA pUNtjINA WAtsON



When the dust had settled and Kovacs returned to her studio in Bundeena 

just outside of Sydney, she described her aching to see those images again 

to relive some of the magic that happened when she was here. But all in all, 

the true success of the project is evident in the work itself. it erupts from the 

walls, taps you on the shoulder and tells you a story in a unique and powerful 

voice. it is speaking in a common and universal tongue, one that transcends 

all else – the shared language of paint.

Claire eltringham

Art Centre Manager,  

Ninuku Arts

IldIkO kOVACs at the Ninuku Ar ts Centre. 



IldIkO kOVAks: ‘Blowing’ NkIk10413, acr ylic on paper, 76x57cm, 2010. pUNtjINA MONICA WAtsON: ‘Untitled’ NkMN10423, acr ylic on linen, 105x91cm, 2010.
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